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What’s in the drug-resistant diagnostic pipeline?

• Xpert XDR

• Hain Fluorotype suite

• Direct targeted (deep?) 
sequencing

• Whole genome 
sequencing

Short term DST 

challenges for key 

drugs in new 

regimens:

• PZA

• EMB

• ETHI

• BDQ

• DLM
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• Xpert XDR

• Hain Fluorotype suite

• Direct targeted (deep?) 
sequencing

• Whole genome 
sequencing

• Increasing internal technical 
complexity

• New automation opportunities

• Sample processing

• Electronic result reporting

• Regimen recommendations when added to clinical data

• Individualized regimens (could do 
already and don’t… MTBDRsl, Ultra)

• Micro-heteroresistance and clinical significance?

• Less confounded by empiric treatment = more incremental 
impact?

• More than just diagnostic information (e.g., mol epi)

What’s in the drug-resistant diagnostic pipeline?
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• Xpert XDR

• Hain Fluorotype suite

• Direct targeted (deep?) 
sequencing

• Whole genome 
sequencing

• Increasing internal technical 
complexity

• New automation opportunities

• Sample processing

• Electronic result reporting

• Automated regimen recommendations when added to 
clinical data

• Individualized regimens (could do this 
already and don’t… MTBDRsl, Ultra)

• Micro-heteroresistance and clinical significance?

• Less confounding by empiric treatment = more incremental 
impact?

• More than just diagnostic information (e.g., mol epi)

Lots of ongoing innovation for non-sputum 

based TB tests

• Promisingly high predictive values

• But sputum induction facilities often not 

available

• Will these advances jeopardise DST 

coverage? What is the impact of this?

What’s in the drug-resistant diagnostic pipeline?
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A big assumption

Accurate 

and rapid 

tests for 

key TB 

drugs exist 
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Conceptual framework

Test

characteristics

Adapted from Schumacher et al, PLOS One, 2016 10.1371/journal.pone.0151073

Diagnostic 

Impact

Speed (direct)

Sensitivity

Specificity

Number targets

POC 

amenability

Therapeutic

Impact

Patient

Impact

Decreased 

time to Dx

More patients 

with correct 

susceptibility 

profile

Decreased time 

to effective Rx

More effect. Rx

Less ineffct. Rx

Reduced LTF

Improved 

conversion

Prevention of 

transmission

Reduced mortality

Improved costs, 

quality of life

Clinical outcomes

More complete 

DST
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Is it really ever just about the test?

Schumacher et al, PLOS One, 2016 10.1371/journal.pone.0151073

Do we 

overvalue 

patient 

outcome data?



8Naidoo et al, JID, 2017 10.1093/infdis/jix335

South African rifampicin-resistant TB cascade

16% 10% 27% 25%
• When modelling impact, how 

are leaks at each stage of the 

care cascade considered?

• Is a standard model needed?
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South African rifampicin-resistant TB cascade

18%

16% 10% 27% 25%



• If you suspect TB, suspect drug-resistance (including in 
ACF)

•Get multiple specimens at the first encounter

• Local epidemiology can inform DST and regimens but 
usually doesn’t

•Punitive interventions at poor performing clinics (e.g., 
high treatment LTF) disincentivise honest reporting 

• Embrace e-Health
10

Simple steps to reduce some of these drug-
resistant cascade links
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•How much DR-TB is there, what type, and where?

•How can the way we design and evaluate tests help?

•Don’t expect a shiny new test to solve a complex 
health systems problem – the package should be 
modelled

• Impact of better using existing tools vs. new tools

•Drugs go hand-in-hand with diagnostics… please don’t 
roll one out without the other

•One more thing…

Drug-resistant diagnostician’s wish list from 
modellers

 

BDQ-susceptible 

n=20 

51% 

BDQ-resistant 

n=19 

49% 

 

Culture-positive after 5 

months of BDQ-based 

treatment  

n=39 

≥pre-XDR
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Can we control (or model) the elephant in 
the room?
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• It’s never really just about the test… (can a test’s 
impact alone even be accurately measured?)

• Individualised regimens probably saves lives and are 
increasingly possible.  Where should this be prioritised?

•Can modelling identify implementation bottlenecks to 
capitalise on new tests? 
• NTPs don’t follow algorithms well

• How do we model fidelity of implementation and algorithm 
adherence, which are poor?

•Personal clinical benefit vs. population benefit

Known unknowns (1/2)
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• If we improve treatment, how do we link this to DR-TB 
transmission?

• Is this different to DS-TB?

• Are “reduced fitness costs” offset by diagnostic delay?

• If DR-TB diagnosis is far worse than TB diagnosis, is there 
more of an opportunity to make a difference?

• Impact of better DR-TB diagnostics on patient costs

• Role for DST in universal TB regimens is unclear

• If intuitive and logical that faster effective treatment initiation 
is good, do we need even need empirical data on this?

• If not, how do we project impact?

Known unknowns (2/2)
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